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What's on in Wallonia
Some tourist attractions in Wallonia have, since May 18, reopened to the public.
We’re thrilled !
Here is the list of sites that can now be visited.
While we will keep it up to date as well as we can, do check the opening times,
booking tips and recommendations with them (either via their website or by
contacting them directly) before heading there.

Wondering what's on this week, week-end or on the dates you are planning your
trip to Wallonia? This agenda lists fantastic events taking place in the South of
Belgium and will prove a wonderful source of inspiration to discover the region
further.
Exhibitions, markets, festivals, fairs, special events and guided tours... There is much to
choose from. They will give you a chance to meet the locals and get to understand our
traditions and our folklore better.
There is something for everyone, children and adults, for every mood, relaxed or active,
for every schedule, day, evening or full weekend.

MOTAMO: La Louvière's international biennial for children's
books

2

Museums at night | 10 iconic locations in Mons

2

The Ticunas: life in the Amazon | An exhibition at the Musée du
Masque in Binche

2

MOTAMO: La Louvière's international biennial for
children's books
Boulevard Du Tivoli 2b
La Louvière - 7100
Phone number (main contact): +32
475 81 42 90
Telephone de reservation: +32 64 22
65 49
© Motamo

http://www.motamo.org

This international children's book fair, taking place in La Louvière,
has been organised with and by young people aged 6 to 18.

Museums at night | 10 iconic locations in Mons
Mons - 7000
Phone number (main contact): +32
65 40 53 25
http://www.polemuseal.mons.be/fr
© WBT - Anibal Trejo

Museums and cultural spaces in Mons will participate to the much
looked forward Museums at night event, celebrating freedom as
its main theme this year.

The Ticunas: life in the Amazon | An exhibition at the
Musée du Masque in Binche
Rue Saint-moustier 10
Binche - 7130
Phone number (main contact): +32
64 33 57 41
http://museebinche.be/
© Musée du quai Branly - Jacques Chirac © photo
Sandrine Expilly

This exhibition presents the culture of the Ticunas, one of the
largest indigenous group living in Brazil. Discover their history,
rituals, mythology and daily life.
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Please check directly with the local supplier before you leave.
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